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1. Known Issues and Limitations 

1.1 Batch Execution Limitations: 

1.1.1. Batch Execution and the automation word output generation is limited based on 

the system’s RAM on which ClinTest is being executed. See below if a “System 

Out of Memory Exception” is thrown. 

Resolution, Workaround, and Mitigating Risk:  

ClinTest has less overhead if run through the Task Scheduler with no user 

interface. Run the project through the Task Scheduler if the Out of Memory 

Exception is thrown.  

The document generation occupies a large amount of the system’s working 

memory. If output generation is not needed for the test, turn off the output 

from the settings menu. 

Create smaller test scripts. If the out of memory exception occurs separate the 

current test script into multiple test scripts. Occasionally ClinTest can “overload” 

the computer’s memory if too large of an output document is generated, break 

up the test so the output generates for less overall actions. 

1.2 ASR Transcription Limitations: 

1.2.1. In some cases, the system will transcribe similar sounding words in place of the 

correct words (i.e. or instead of four).   

Resolution, Workaround, and Mitigating Risk:  

In order to mitigate the risk of words that sound the same being transcribed 

incorrectly, the application provides users with the ability to set a threshold for 

manual verification.  The manual verification status allows user to be able to go 

into the word output document, listen to the physical recording of the phone 

prompt that was played, and determine whether or not the system transcription 

was accurate.  Although there may be occasional transcription inconsistencies, 

the percent match algorithm will highlight the differences between similar 

sounding words (i.e. expected result: for, actual: or) and return a percent match 

of less than 100%.  Based on the threshold set by the user for manual 

verification, these differences in transcription will either return a status of 

manual verification or fail, but never a pass.  On the occasions where this issue 

arises, since ASR transcription is not guaranteed to be 100% accurate, the 
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system will flag the differences in the percent match algorithm and the user can 

take the necessary action to verify the results manually. 

1.2.2. In some cases, the transcription of numbers was inconsistent in regards to 

formatting (i.e., 1234 would transcribe as 1 to 3 4).  

Resolution, Workaround, and Mitigating Risk:  

The inconsistencies in the way that numbers were being transcribed was 

resolved by configuring the ASR engine to always transcribe the word of the 

corresponding number, (i.e. 1 is transcribed as ‘one’).  In addition to that, we 

provided handling within the expected result to convert numbering to match 

the transcription format.  This has resolved the issues where numbers are being 

transcribed inconsistently. 

1.2.3.  In some cases, words that were an exact representation of one another vocally 

would be transcribed differently (i.e., four would transcribe as for).   

Resolution, Workaround, and Mitigating Risk:  

The issue with inconsistencies in the way that words with identical vocal 

representations was resolved by creating a master list of homonyms (words that 

sound the same but are spelled differently).  The percentage match algorithm 

that determines whether or not two words are an exact match of one another 

was updated to include the list of words that are equivalent.  For example, if the 

system transcribed the word ‘to’ instead of the word ’two’, the percent match 

algorithm would return an exact match for that comparison.  The reasoning 

behind this is that the ClinTestTM Automation Suite Application is designed to 

test vocal phone prompts, and vocally, “two” and “to” are 100% percent 

equivalent.   

1.2.4. The transcription results of the ASR Technology driving ClinTestTM Automation 

Suite may be accurate up to 100 %, however transcription results depend on the 

following: 

 The Quality of the Interactive Voice Response System’s Prompts 

 The Quality of the Interactive Voice Response System’s Connection 

 The accuracy of the correspond prompt text during Voice Profile 

creation 
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1.3 Web Component Limitations: 

1.3.1. The ClinTestTM Automation Suite application will not work on a virtual machine 

with the typical “Windows Remote Desktop Connection”.   

Resolution, Workaround, and Mitigating Risk: 

The application can be used remotely; however, QTP concurrent licensing is 

required if hosted on a Windows Server OS.  This is a licensing limitation of QTP. 

1.3.2. If using ClinTestTM Automation Suite on to connect to a physical machine 

through the “Windows Remote Desktop Connection”, the Remote Desktop 

Connection Window cannot be minimized or the application will fail to capture 

certain types of objective evidence.  

Resolution, Workaround, and Mitigating Risk: 

The Remote Desktop Connection window can be moved to the background and 

the size reduced so that it does not inconvenience a user.  It just cannot be 

‘minimized.’ 

1.3.3. The ClinTest Automation Suite application, in regards to web identification is 

currently limited to the object identification properties of QuickTest 

Professional Version 11 and to the Object types identified in the ClinTest 

Automation Suite 1.0 User Materials.   

 * Any QTP limitation / known issue can be applicable to ClinTest Automation 

Suite if it affects the object identification process or any other execution areas. 

As a best practice, the latest applicable QTP patches should be installed. 

1.3.4. Some issues were noted during the Browser Testing where a specific set of 

browser patches caused previously installed browser patches to not function 

correctly in some cases. 

Resolution, Workaround, and Mitigating Risk: 

It is recommended that only one set of browser patches be installed at a time 

(i.e. Firefox 12, IE9, Chrome 19, etc.).  Previous browser patches should be 

uninstalled through the Add/Remove programs Windows option (Installed 

Updates section) prior to installing a new set of patches.  The list of applicable 

patches can be obtained through HP Support. 
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1.3.5. During validation of the Browser testing, several objects and actions were 

discovered where specific ClinTest Actions and/or the related QTP functionality 

being used to identify certain properties of an object were not supported for 

the specific browser.  The list of actions not supported for specific browsers is 

noted below. 

Browser Unsupported Actions 

Internet Explorer 9 (64 bit)  CheckPDFTextByCopyToClipBoard – was not 
working because adobe is not supported in 64 
bit 
 

Firefox Version 12  View Link is not a valid object in fire fox 
 The following actions are do not function: 

o SelectRadComboBox 
o CheckItemPropertyValue 
o CheckRadioButtonDisabled 
o CheckCellProperty 
o CheckRadComboBoxItemByColText 
o CheckRadioButtonDisabledByColText 
o CheckRowProperty 
o CheckRowPropertyByColText 
o ClickOnRow 
o FireEventOnCell 
o FireEventOnCellByColText 
o SelectRadComboBoxItemByColText 
o CheckRuntimePropertyValue - Browser 

Firefox Version 13  View Link is not a valid object in fire fox 
 The following actions are do not function: 

o SelectRadComboBox 
o CheckItemPropertyValue 
o CheckRadioButtonDisabled 
o CheckCellProperty 
o CheckRadComboBoxItemByColText 
o CheckRadioButtonDisabledByColText 
o CheckRowProperty 
o CheckRowPropertyByColText 
o ClickOnRow 
o FireEventOnCell 
o FireEventOnCellByColText 
o SelectRadComboBoxItemByColText 

 CheckRuntimePropertyValue - Browser 
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Chrome Version 19  Generally Browser text can be different than IE 
(For Example: WebList Text is not included in 
Chrome in a row comparison but is in IE) 

 View Link and Frames are not valid objects in 
Chrome 

 DblClickImageByColTextAndFileName does not 
work due to the Double Click Fire Event noted 
below 

 All Fire Events work except for: 
 Double Click 
 On Property Change 
 On Submit  
 On Reset 

 

Resolution, Workaround, and Mitigating Risk: 

In some cases, a different action may be used to obtain the same validation 

results.  In these cases, it is recommended to use the alternate actions as a work 

around.  In some cases, a certain action may not be able to be performed 

through the automation due to QTP or ClinTest Limitations.  In these cases, a 

SyncTimer can be used to ‘pause’ the automation while the action is performed 

manually by a tester.    

1.4 21 CFR Part 11 compliance: 

1.4.1. The ClinTestTM Automation Suite application does not create, modify, maintain, 

store, retrieve, or transmit electronic records for, or in support of regulatory 

submissions. 

1.4.2. Once the ClinTestTM Automation Suite output has been created all results and 

objective evidence are not stored outside of the output itself. *The word and 

excel output are the only storage location of the results and corresponding 

objective evidence for the executed test script. These documents can be 

modified intentionally and unintentionally just like any other manual test script. 

Therefore, additional regulatory actions are necessary to ensure part 11 

compliance after output generation.  
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2. ClinTest Troubleshooting and FAQs 

2.1 If FTP connection issues exist while downloading the ClinTestTM Automation Suite 

application from the RealityCorp FTP please contact your network administrator 

regarding internal FTP permissions. If connection issues persist, contact RealityCorp for 

a hardcopy of the files. 

2.2 Updating the system date and/or time might impact licensing, causing the application to 

be deactivated. Contact RealityCorp if such changes are required on your machines. 

2.3 To open the “OAP” (Object-Action-Parameters) interface “double-click” the Object or 

action Column from the Test Script Excel 
“C:\ClinTest\Projects\[Project]\[TestScript]\[TestScript].XLSX” 

2.4 If the Dialer Object will not connect: 

2.4.1. Ensure the values in the Master Excel Environment Tab are correct for Voice 

Profile Location 

2.4.2. Ensure information in the VoIP tab of the settings configuration is correct 

2.5 If Dialer “Press” steps are consistently failing ensure the values in the Configuration 

Interface from the Application “Dialer” Tab are correct. 

2.6 If the system times out after a given period or throws an error at all “Dialer” steps 

ensure that you have a valid license key in the VoIP Tab. 

*The system can run for approximately 3-5 minutes without a license key as a trial 

2.7 If ClinTestTM Automation Suite is run for an extended period of time, ensure that the 

computer’s screensaver and hibernate mode is turned off. If screensaver and hibernate 

mode is enabled the application will run, however, any action that takes a screenshot 

will incorrectly populate your screensaver. 

2.8 In order for configurations to “take hold” in the Configuration Interface from the 

Application the “Reset” button must be selected. 

2.9 If the application is in “Debug Mode” do not close the QuickTest Pro Application while 

the ClinTestTM is running. If closed, you must restart the application. 

2.10 Internet Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration (IE ESC) needs to be disabled or the 

security settings need to be adjusted to allow for the application to interact 
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appropriately with Internet Explorer (Internet 

Explorer Security Settings may need to be adjusted) 

 

 

2.11 For Firefox and Chrome Browsers, if object recognition is not occurring correctly, 

ensure that the applicable QTP patch is installed and ensure that once the patch is 

installed the Add-in for the QTP Plug-in under the Browser Options is enabled. 

2.12 It is recommended that in order to maintain consistency across test machines using the 

same browser that you disable browser add-ons and plug-ins that are non-essential 

(bing, google, etc.) since these may cause minor changes in the object recognition 

(browser name, coordinates, etc.). 

2.13 If an Object does not appear in the OAP interface, ensure that the OAP has been 

refreshed.  This can be accomplished from within the OAP by going to File > Refresh 

Objects.  

2.14 Do not modify the Output Word Template for your given project. 

(C:\ClinTest\Projects\[Project]\WordTemplate) If this is modified in anyway output 

generation will not properly occur. All customizations to the word output must be 

handled by RealityCorp Services Department. 

2.15 For the initial installation of the product the user must be an administrator, however, 

the product can be utilized by other non-admin user groups. 

2.16 If any value is not correctly being formatted in the word output or user interface from 

Excel place a single quote (‘) in front of the value in order to keep the excel formatting 

(mostly an issue for decimal numbers in the “Step Name”, “Requirement”, “Step 

Description Fields”). 

2.17 If ClinTest Automation Suite crashes due to an unexpected error, before restarting the 

execution make sure the following processes are not already running (end them from 

Windows Task Manager -> Processes): 

  RealityCorp.ClinTest.Main.Voice.exe 

 NatSpeak.exe 

 QTPro.exe 

 QTAutomationAgent.exe 
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3. ClinTest Automation Suite 1.0 Updates and Features 

3.1 Combined Voice and Web Components into a single, integrated product. 

3.2 Updated Hardware and Software Requirements 

3.2.1. New Version of the ASR Engine  

3.2.2. 64-bit Support for Windows 7 

3.2.3. Support for Internet Explorer 9.0, Internet Explorer 9.0 (64 bit), Mozilla FireFox 

v12, Mozilla Firefox v13, Google Chrome 19 

3.3 Update Licensing Component 

3.3.1. Added Features Manager to manage Voice/Web components, pre-requisites, 

and licensing information. 

3.4 Full WPF User Interface Upgrades 

3.4.1. Design and Execution Pane, Query Viewer, XML Viewer, File System Viewer, 

Configuration Menus 

3.5 Full set of Voice Profile and Audio Tools including Voice Profile Manager, Audio 

Converter, and Excel File Parser 

3.6 Allow for Projects and Framework folder to be managed from separate locations, 

including mapped network drives to allow for more flexibility in managing centralized 

projects and object repositories.  

3.7 Advanced OAP Interface allows for rapid design, excel navigation, and quick reference of 

help and user materials. 

3.8 Full host of Voice, Web, Windows, Database, XML, File System, and Common Conversion 

functions allow for comprehensive automation activities. 

3.9 Custom Formatting Options and Direct Query Syntax allow for easy management and 

conversion of different data types. 

3.10 Windows Task Scheduler Support allows for execution to occur anytime, day or night. 

3.11 E-mail Alerts allow for execution status updates and test script failures. 
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3.12 Automated Output Generation with embedded objective evidence for all applicable 

automation actions. 

3.13 Local, Global, and Environment Variables allow for management of dynamic data 

across test scripts and at a global level. 

 

 

 


